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why Repeatable Shape deSIgnIng a cUltURal pRactIce aS a tItle?
I have chosen the title ‘Repeatable Shape’ to refer to an attempt through social practice to find models 
of creative engagement linked to an inclusive cultural and social agenda that can be documented, 
consolidated, repeated and subsequently improved, extended and transformed by myself and others. It also 
refers to my attempts to identify historical precedents that can be studied and sometimes re-valued and 
re-interpreted in the context of a pluralist approach to cultural engagement - the expansion of which has 
been the key objective of my Practice. by the sub-title ‘Designing a Cultural Practice’ i refer to the design 
of a conscious process drawing together a range of fields and activities to effect the three areas outlined 
below in a multi-faceted way.  activities include creating networks, developing art projects, creating and 
participating in collaborative works, activism and engagement with government and civil society groups in 
australia and overseas, policy development, implementation and education.    
the Structure of this appropriate durable Record (adR)
How to read this document?
this aDr consists of a written illustrated document with three parallel narratives.  the artist’s text is divided 
into sections written as a  first person account of how my practice has evolved over the course of 40 years 
in response to my interpreted understanding of social context and its significance in the development of 
knowledge.  
this response is informed by the idea of praxis, the particular form of the relationship between context and 
practice which Paulo Friere defined “as reflection upon the world in order to transform it”1. 
the narrative is informed by context and does not unfold chronologically or linearly but consists of entwined 
thematics or considerations that i revisit throughout my careers. there are often overlapping ideas and 
influences which resurface throughout my practice so it is a messy task of describing things. The threads or 
ideas i wish to get across are thus:
1. Community Cultural Development
this term refers to the practice of direct community participation, conceptualisation and creation of works of 
art and design. In its modern form it emerged strongly in the 1970s and has a continuing influence in many 
fields of thought and social practice, often articulated through principles of relational aesthetics.
1 friere, P, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p.19. 
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2. Art and Working Life (Art in the Unions)
this group of practices grew strongly in the 1970s and ‘80s and developed an international character with 
a world network.  it involved the creation of new works of art and design along with the revival of traditional 
forms such as trade union banners, graphic work and processional objects. 
3. Cross Cultural Practice
this refers to the development of work involving collaboration by artists from culturally and linguistically 
diverse backgrounds in australia and overseas. Particular emphasis is given to work involving australian 
and Chinese artists in both countries.    
in examining these three areas i also consider a number of linking practices, by which i mean approaches 
and methods of work that are common to all three areas and create a framework through which ideas are 
realised and connected. linking practices include: art in Public space, education through practice including 
praxiological research, Cultural engagement and participation, and Collaborative practice including inter-
disciplinary work. 
the second narrative which is a counterpart and is intertwined with my accounts is an interview transcription 
between Professor Desmond rochfort and myself, where he delves deeper and provides commentary 
and context to much of my work. Desmond is also a public artist and academic so his peer review and 
discussion is vital to my accounts. his ability to direct my thoughts about key things which he believes to be 
substantive in my work, as well as his personal insight allows another reading of my practice.  
the third narrative is primarily expressed through the visual imagery and captions. it includes some of 
the artefacts (collages, banners, murals, etc.) of my practice, documentation of collaborations, and other 
artist and student works as well as historical photographs which document key public activities occurring 
throughout the duration of my practice. 
after this exploration of key ideas, events, and works, i have then included a peer commentary by 
Professor andrew reeves. Professor reeves, now at monash university, is formerly a labour historian at 
both melbourne university and the museum of victoria as well as the director of the museum of Western 
australia.  his essay encapsulates many of my seminal works and begins to describe my key contributions 
to public art and education. Following Andrew’s essay, I reflect upon his  discussion points and offer 
conclusions to this tome. 
importantly, i have also included a précis to my accompanying exhibition. the exhibition shows journal 
images exploring and representing phases of my production over time, going back to the beginning of my 
professional practice and even before. it is a compilation of works created as notes and references through 
that period and now represented in an entirely different context.  these elements show previous interests, 
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intentions and ideas as they relate to the project title ‘Repeatable Shape’ and the sub-title ‘Designing a 
Cultural Practice’ though not in any apparent order. although during my years of work i seldom kept notes 
for ideas in book form, i always created a large number of supporting drawings, sketches, montages, found 
objects and other references. in this exhibition i present these works in a non-chronological arrangement 
as a counterpoint to the more historically focussed approach of my written illustrated test. i do this as a way 
of reflecting on the ever present subjectivity of creative practice intermingling with cognitive intention. In 
many ways this contradiction is at the heart of my work as i move between the cognitive and the aesthetic 
approach in designing my practice.
throughout this aDr and the accompanying exhibition elements are presented in a contradictory dialectical 
relationship, one to the other, to reveal possibilities shown by placing images, texts, transcriptions and ideas 




actIVISm and eaRly caReeR
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pUblIc aRt dIScUSSIon between pRofeSSoR deSmond RochfoRt 
and geoff hogg
DESMOND: First question. One of the things I wanted to explore is your background, how you first 
became engaged in the idea of a public art. Was it at Art school? 
GEOFF: It was. When I arrived at Art school, it was the high point of the Vietnam War. And 
simultaneously with going to Art school I was involved in the Anti War movement. I got started in 
secondary school with that.
DESMOND: So you came to Art school with certain political predispositions which logically would have 
steered you towards the notion of a more publically oriented culture or practice. At that time when you 
first went to Art college, were there any radical models in Australian art, even if you weren’t aware of 
them, that were operating, or was it really not something that Australian visual culture engaged with?
GEOFF: There had been historical models in the 19th century, in literature particularly, but also in the 
20th century there was quite a strong Trade Union banner tradition that came through from the 19th 
into the 20th century. And in the 1920s and 30s there were different artists’ groups, often formed by the 
Communist Party, called Workers’ Arts Clubs.  During World War II, there was also a movement called 
the Appreciation of Art movement that was supported by government, and went on to become the Arts 
Council. Also in the 1950s Noel Counihan, who was a well-known radical artist really coming through 
from the 40s, produced some public work. Now Noel’s work wasn’t principally public art, but he did 
do some murals and he certainly was very interested in public content.  Also in the 50s the Waterside 
Workers film unit was very active so there were quite a few precedents. But I think in the 60s when I 
started working there was nothing really happening in that respect that I knew about. What then really 
struck me was the task of trying to mix up the ingredients; that bit by bit I found out about to create a 
new way to work that suited the time as I saw it.
DESMOND: As you know, you and I are both contemporaries and we both went to Art school, albeit in 
different countries, at basically the same time. My experience at Art school in the United Kingdom, in 
London, was that, in the models of teaching Fine Art and in the lectures on the history of 20th century 
art, public art was conspicuous by its absence. In fact I remember throughout the whole of my seven 
years at Art college, never ever, until you arrived in my last year at The Royal Academy to give a lecture 
on Mexican Mural Painting, never ever ever had a lecture or any reference to anything to do with public 
art whatsoever been given. Was that a similar situation in Australia?
GEOFF: I’d say pretty much identical.
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DESMOND: And were the models of education in Australia very much predicated on old Beaux artes 
tradition?
GEOFF: Art education really changed during the time I was a student. Art education in Australia had two 
different styles. One was the old traditional Academy style, and the other was the Polytechnic style. I 
had a little touch of both. 
DESMOND: During the time you were at Art college, were you engaged in debates about different 
directions in which one’s practice could go? I remember for example, not at undergraduate school but 
at post-graduate school, having very fierce ideological debates about where one’s practice should go, 
and even though I was in the United Kingdom at the time, we were both, I think, subject to the same 
kind of political influences. I mean they were global at that time. Particularly when I was at post-graduate 
school, there were fierce discussions about the role of the artist in relation to society and how different 
attitudes towards the role of the artist would manifest in people’s ideas about the kind of practice they 
had. Was that similar?
GEOFF: Yes, it was. It was more true of the second half of my art education than the first. I think some 
people, including me, felt that the style of education and the priorities, which were mainly influenced by 
American flat pattern abstraction which hit Australia in a big way in 1967-68, seemed to create a strange 
sort of separation from the realities of the Australian society, but more particularly it didn’t engage with 
the realities of the war that Australia was participating in.
DESMOND: One of the things I remember when I was a student, we had debates and discussions, 
but they were very much of two kinds. They were not necessarily opposed camps, but two kinds of 
approaches. One was a general philosophical debate about the role of art in society, and the other 
one, that all of us young artists were engaged in, was around what kind of practice we wanted to adopt 
personally. Now, I would imagine it was the same for you, you obviously gravitated towards those who 
were interested in discussing the role of the artist in society, which led to a fairly radical critique of what 
I might term contemporary Western culture and, not so much the alienation of the artist in society, as 
somehow on the margins as opposed to being central to the culture. 
GEOFF: I became interested in alienation as a general concept but in terms of socially engaged art, 
the sort of art that I wanted to participate in, two periods and approaches stood out as I became better 
informed. One was the stage after the Russian Revolution, and the other was the Mexican mural 
movement, and they had very specific differences. With the work that developed after the Russian 
Revolution, the Constructivists, Productivists and so on, there was a sense that it was really the art of 
a future decade, or a further epoch, when a lot of the pressing social questions had been resolved and 
you could act creatively freely within the society. Abstraction was a big part of it. The Mexican muralists, 
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on the other hand, were highly polemical. So, the way it looked to me was that they were about being 
engaged with a radical, transformative struggle, as a part of the actual struggle at the time.  Less 
utopian, if you like.
DESMOND: It’s interesting that you should raise those two examples because I think they do 
provide some very interesting discussion, but I think in many ways they are quite different in their 
intentions because my sense of that burgeoning art movement after the Russian Revolution, with 
the constructivists and the productivists and everything else like that, was that their work and their 
engagement was very much an applied engagement. It was much more directed, not exclusively so, but 
much more directed towards the notion of creativity as a social use, rather than creativity as a means of 
interpreting reality. That’s why, as you know, during the period after the revolution, you got, for example, 
fascinating dress design, the new Soviet model of clothing, for example, textiles, architecture and 
everything else. So there was a whole tendency during that period from about, 1919 right through to the 
early ‘30s of a creativity that very much related to society through the application of use and function. 
Was that something, I mean you were obviously intellectually interested in it, but was it something that 
turned you on in terms of creativity?
GEOFF: Pretty quickly I decided that was art for another stage in a historical sense. You know, that was 
really the art of emancipation, if you like. But at that time, what I was interested in was an art of social 
critique, rather than an art of everyday life, or the art of the object.
DESMOND: If I could just hold that thought for a moment, because, as you know, one of the strong 
components of that engagement of creative practice with social use was the political poster, and the 
political poster, as you know, operated both as social critique as well as propagating, in this case, some 
of the radical ideological positions of the time. Was the art of the poster something you considered as a 
viable practice yourself?
GEOFF: Yes I did and I got involved in creating posters. But the actual form wasn’t satisfying for me. 
DESMOND: Because it was too prescriptive?
GEOFF: Yes, I think both technically and in terms of the content, it was too direct, too utilitarian. That 
was the other side of the constructivist notion. On the dominant level you had engagement with the 
creation of everyday objects, art would permeate all aspects of human life, and then on the other you 
had the political poster, book, or magazine design. I had an interest in the narrative tradition with its 
opportunity for contradictory content, and that’s another reason why the Mexican Murals, when I came 
across them in the late 60’s, really appealed to me, because they had that capacity to engage with a 
substantial narrative. And they also engaged with craft, and I had a personal liking for craft and for the 
working of things by hand, and I still do.
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aRtISt’S naRRatIVe: the SIXtIeS
The 1960s came to Australian art in the 1970s. To understand what happened, it’s important to reflect on 
the changes that occurred in both the developed and developing world during that time. media images of 
the 1960s emphasise the new Pop Culture of the time typified by the Beatles, Flower Power and Swinging 
london. amongst the plethora of retro-movies and fashion revivals it’s easy to forget that from Warsaw 
to Chicago, sharpeville to beijing, this was also a period of unprecedented social revolt and challenge to 
international, national and local power structures.
in his seminal book, The Condition of Post Modernity 2, David harvey presents 1968 as the year the world 
changed. Old certainties collapsed. This was not only political but also cultural. Harvey quotes Ernest 
mandel: The struggles that were once waged exclusively in the area of production have as a consequence 
now spilled forward to make of cultural production an area of fierce conflict.3
although no single event or process created the upsurge of the 1960s and the demands in Prague were 
very different from events in Chicago there were powerful synergies and notable political, cultural and 
military movements that focused discontent, new thinking and protest. Prominent amongst these was the 
war in indo-China.
although not directly involved in the vietnam War, Western and eastern european countries also 
experienced the development of new social movements as well as australia and the us. West germany 
began to feel the strains of the mid 1960s with the emergence of the german student socialist movement 
or sDs - the same initials as the us and australian based students for a Democratic society. in february 
1968 the german sDs hosted the international vietnam Congress. this was a world wide meeting of 
student activists protesting the war in vietnam. Delegates attended from germany, france, usa, italy, 
greece, iran, scandinavia and Canada. the Congress was addressed by many well known student 
leaders including Rudi Dutschke, Danie Cohn-Bendit and Tariq Ali. Cultural matters were not forgotten and 
playwright Peter Weiss, author of Marat Sade also spoke. references were made to the huge upheavals in 
China and the tone of the meeting was unity between people of the ‘developed’ and ‘developing worlds’. in 
the atmosphere of the time the revolutionary societies of asia, africa and latin america were seen by many 
as an advance guard of what was to come. 
For the first time the young and idealistic in the developed world looked to the emerging post-colonial world 
for fresh ideas and leadership. the image of Che guevara and the writings of Paulo friere in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 
mingled with peasant paintings from China and the writing of the algerian War veteran franz fanon to inspire hope and new 
visions of equality and creativity outside the narrow structures of the new post World War 2 consumer society.
2   harvey, D, Condition of Post Modernity, p. 63  
3   harvey, D ibid ernest mandel
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in the usa, the Civil rights movement had taken off at the beginning of the decade. in, 1968, The Year 
That Rocked the World, mark Kurlansky4 writes that: 
In 1965 Stokely Carmichael, an organizer for the Students Non Violent Coordinating Committee or 
SNCC invented the name Black Panthers soon followed by the phrase Black Power5
this heralded a new militancy in the movement. emerging leaders like h rap brown turned their attention 
to the northern states of the us. in 1967, over 40 people died in race riots in Detroit and police were 
employing armoured vehicles, tear gas and live ammunition. 
thus rex applegate writing in his book Riot Control Materials and Techniques,6 comments: 
In late 1968 for the first time an organised approach to the many facets of realistic training for 
control of domestic disturbances or insurrection became evident at the national level. Previous 
publication, surveys, reports and government efforts dealt with the sociological factors and causes 
leading to civil disorder.7
Applegate reported that new weapons and techniques could effectively be employed against restive 
communities themselves at point of conflict. The City of Chicago purchased helicopters for its police and 
trained 11,000 police in the use of heavy weapons in 1968.8
in the previous year destructive riots had taken place in Detroit, newark and Kansas City and soon more 
followed in Watts and halem. 
nor was the war in vietnam going well. in 1968 us battle casualties in indo-China reached a new record 
and the tet offensive launched on the 30th of January sank us hopes of victory. in spite of the continually 
mounting viet Cong ‘body-count’, over 60,000 pro-north vietnam’s  troops mounted simultaneous attacks 
on 36 provincial capitals and 5 major cities, temporarily occupying the us embassy in saigon. although 
nguyen van sau9 and his national liberation front10 commando group were all killed and the embassy re-
taken, the new media of direct broadcast video tape sent images of the us failure around the world.
as a result, the war back home was becoming increasingly unpopular. the us military commitment by 1968 
totalled 492,000 troops and support personnel. to maintain such high numbers the military was becoming 
increasingly dependent on conscription known as “the Draft”. this meant that young men could be inducted 
and sent to a war they didn’t support or accept. 
4  Kurlansky, m  1968, The Year that Rocked the World, p.6
5  Kurlansky, m  ibid 
6  applegate, r  Riot Control Materials and Techniques  
7  applegate, r  ibid
8  applegate, r  ibid
9  nlf guerrilla who led occupation of the us embassy in saigon during the tet offensive, 1968  
10  the south vietnamese armed opposition, commonly referred to as the viet Cong. 
fig 1. geoff hogg - Untitled montage, 1969 . this montage 
is typical of the work I made during that time. coming 
out of ww2 many australians feared invasion from asia. 
It seemed to me this fear was widely exploited to justify 
australia’s participation in a war of agression. the slogan 
“better fight them there than in your own backyard” was 
a popular one. this work inverts that idea in an attempt to 
create a more realistic view of who is threatening whom.
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by the middle of the 1960s, record numbers of americans were attending university fuelled by two 
decades of prosperity. it was little wonder that the anti-war movement was soon felt as a major force on 
us campuses. in february 1968 students at boston, harvard and radcliffe universities staged a four 
day hunger strike to protest the war and 500 law lecturers signed a petition urging the legal profession to 
oppose the war. 
Civil rights leader martin luther King had come out against the war in 1967 accelerating the synergies 
between the civil rights and anti-war struggles. in april 1968 student protesters occupied key buildings at 
Columbia university. this set off a pattern later followed all over the world. youth protests soon spread 
beyond the campus. in august of that year mass demonstrations disrupted the Democratic Convention held 
in Chicago. abbie hoffman called for “people coming to Chicago…(to)…begin preparations for five days of 
energy exchange.”11 
the resulting violent police dispersal of protesters at lincoln Park further divided society. Wild scenes were 
again broadcast around the world – and not just demonstrators were involved. twenty reporters needed 
hospital treatment that night. When Chicago’s Mayor Daley was questioned about this he said that police 
were unable to tell reporters from protesters.12 
Nor were protests and calls for radical change confined to the West. Poland had always been a volatile 
soviet ally. the once popular government of Wdadyslaw gomulka who had come to power in 1956 at the 
head of a post stalinist reform movement was increasingly out of touch with aspirations of idealistic young 
Poles. Kurlansky observes that: 
“in the 1960s hopeful young people were still joining the Polish Communist party but their ideas 
were not always in agreement with their parents.” 13 
in 1965 the Polish government was so concerned about dissident trends that it closed down the union of 
Socialist Youth. This, along with other attempts to curtail critical leaflets and articles, had the opposite effect 
to the one intended, radicalising the educated young and driving them out of party structures, so that “by 
January 1968 the dissident movement had become a major force amongst students at Warsaw university”. 
14 although not on the scale of student demonstrations in the West, protests were suppressed by violent 
police action, further damaging the state in eyes of young people. 
this was the beginning of the end, as bernie taft veteran australian Communist Party member observes 
in his autobiography, Crossing Party Lines15. Commenting on the culmination  of this slowly unraveling 
movement he remarks: “by cracking down on dissidents and imposing martial law at the end of 1981 the 
Polish Party and government lost what ever legitimacy they had left.”16
11  Kurlansky, m  opcit. p.269
12  Kurlansky, m  ibid. p.279
13  Kurlansky, m  opcit.
14  Kurlansky, m opcit. p.73
15  taft, b  Crossing Party Lines, p.295
16  taft, b opcit. P. 174
fig 2. geoff hogg - Untitled montage, 1969.  as a 
participant in the anti-Vietnam war movement this  work 
was one of a series of works that I created in 1969 
as a direct response to the one sided military action 
and its impact on the civilian population. this was the 
era when war images started to appear on television 
through direct broadcast video and the prevalence of 
photographic material naturally led itself to montage – a 
form I developed during that time for exhibition and poster 
production. this particular work was created through 
hand cutting advertisements, Life magazine images 
and pictures from Vietnamese publications. this sort of 
work was not generally accepted as art because the late 
modernist ethos of art above politics remained dominant.
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SocIalISm wIth a hUman face
of all the radical movements affecting eastern europe the Prague spring in Czechoslovakia was the best 
known in the West. bernie taft reported that: 
There were heady developments in Czechoslovakia where it seemed a new type of socialism was 
emerging. I witnessed the intoxication of the early days when censorship was abandoned and the  
media suddenly became free and exciting. For the first time Party leaders, ministers and top public 
figures were interviewed on TV. Journalists asked challenging questions. Millions of Czechs and 
Slovaks wanted equality as politicians found themselves having to answer the type of questions 
they had never had to face before and having to defend their actions in public.17
in april 1968 Party secretary alexander Dubchek issued the action Plan of the Czechoslovakian Communist 
Party. this was a comprehensive break with the past, documenting in Party policy a commitment to 
participatory democracy including recognition of the rights of a civil society and the safeguarding of people’s 
rights to personal and political beliefs. It also aimed at limiting the role of the Party and affirmed equality 
between Czechs and slovaks. if this was revolution from above, it achieved overwhelming popular support. 
in his autobiography taft notes: 
In July 1968 six months into the Prague Spring, the people of Czechoslovakia were asked in a 
public opinion poll, ‘Would you prefer Socialist or Capitalist development in Czechoslovakia?’ The 
result was 89% opted for Socialism, 5% Capitalism and 6% undecided.18
of this period in the former Czechoslovakia, Kurlansky observes two contradictory phenomena. of the 1968 
may Day march he notes that it was free of the usual lines of military hardware and had a humorous and 
celebratory character, that people were carrying all sorts of placards from the usual ‘Make Love Not War’ to 
the more personal, ‘I’d like to increase our population but I have no apartment’.19
but Czechoslovakia had a harsh history and the values, consciences and attitudes of Party members is a 
study in itself. in the previous month of april there had been an average of one suicide a day amongst Party 
officials and politicians starting with Jozef Brestansky, Vice President of the Supreme Court.20
as a young socialist of the period i have some insight into the thinking and attitudes of communist party 
veterans of this time - the tumult, despair and sense of failure was, for some, impossible to bear.
in Western europe also a sense of crisis was building. for many people my age, may 1968 meant Paris. 
the 1960s were a period of strong economic growth in france. the post war boom was turning france into 
17  taft, b ibid. p.174
18  taft, b  ibid. p.174
19  Kurlansky, m op cit. p.243
20  Kurlansky, m op cit. p.241
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an affluent society. But there were strains. Always apparently culturally confident, France had experienced 
great trauma moving from an imperial republic with a world empire to a european country on a par with its 
neighbours. failure to hold its indo-Chinese colonies had frustrated its army already shamed by defeat in 
World War two and nationalist french generals took a grim pleasure in america’s increasing disaster in 
vietnam. 
since the first empire the army had always had a special place in french political life and algeria was 
its political theatre. viewed as more than a usual colonial possession, algeria affected the imagination of 
French society in a way unequalled even to India’s effect on the British. By the 1960’s it seemed certain 
that general raoul salan, Commander of the algerian army, would stage a coup to forestall the french 
government granting independence to algeria. in this climate Charles de gaulle came to power with the 
task of holding the french state intact. for this, he forged a new conservative republic located between the 
views of  the fanatical right wing of the army typified by the O.A.S Secret Army organisation21, the newly 
radicalized student movement and the large french Communist Party. the Communist Party had won its 
prestige through determined resistance to the naZi occupation.
after de gaulle managed to grant independence to algeria in 1962 things appeared to settle down. With 
raoul salan in jail, french workers also began to experience the pleasures of tv, and internal plumbing. 
unprecedented educational opportunity increased and by 1968, 530,000 students were enrolled in french 
universities; twice the number in the uK.22nor was france any longer involved in vietnam, the war that was 
inflaming radicalism in the US and Australia.
 
but radicalism did come and just as in Warsaw and Chicago, it was the heavy handed and violent police 
responses to relatively small demonstrations around local student issues that created the mass movement.  
on 26th of January, 1968 police occupied nanterre university in response to limited protests over conditions 
and student accommodation. this greatly expanded protests and on march 22nd, students occupied part of 
the campus. Dani Cohn-bendit23 was prominent in this. by may the world’s media was in Paris for the start 
of the Paris Peace talks aimed at ending the vietnam War and on the 14th of may, fearing protests, the 
French authorities closed the Sorbonne for the first time in 700 years.
these fears were not without foundation. on may 6th Paris erupted in street conflict reminiscent of its 
revolutionary past. A friend of mine was near the Rue Saint Jacques on that day. Totally apolitical he was 
a keen sportsman with a particular enthusiasm for mountaineering. to his bewilderment, after a shopping 
trip, he emerged from a side street to find himself alone in the middle of the afternoon in a deserted street. 
on looking up he found that he was standing between a line of heavily armed black clad Crs assault 
21  A clandestine military organisation supported by Senior Officers in the French Army committed to stopping Algerian   
  independence through a program of bombings and assassinations. 
22  Kurlansky, m  opcit
23  the french-german student leader who advocated incorporating student issues into a larger social struggle.
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police24 and a noisy barricade manned by militant students. to his horror he realized that in his hand, he 
was clutching his newly purchased mountain climbing axe.25 my friend escaped uninjured that day but 500 
students and 345 police were not so lucky.
 
the french Communist Party under the leadership of georges marchais had little sympathy for the student 
movement which they characterized as ‘bourgeois ultra-leftism’.26 however by may 16th, even the cautious 
union leadership could see there was more to this than youthful exuberance and declared a general strike 
with a substantial list of economic and political demands. at the height of the crisis, de gaulle disappeared  
– it was later revealed he had visited the french army in germany for consultation. always a clever 
politician, on his return, he could sense the change of mood. his subordinates had taken to the streets 
mobilising conservative opinion. the government met all the economic demands of the striking workers and 
the far right was appeased by the quiet release from jail of Raoul Salan and his AOS subordinates. 
With support assured, he went to the polls on the 23rd of June and won 43% of the vote. the left lost half 
their seats. De gaulle was back in charge.
24  the notoriously violent french riot police who were widely deployed to disperse student demonstrations.
25  the axe was allegedly similar to the one used to assassinate trotsky.
26  a commonly cited political deviation outlined by russian revolutionary v.i. lenin in his pamphlet Left Wing Communism an  
  Infantile Disorder.
fig 3
fig 3. peace march, melbourne, 1971
fig 4. anti-conscription demonstration, watsonia barraks, 
melbourne, 1971 
fig 3, 4, 5 & 6. In 1971 most of my time was committed to the 
anti-war movement. this photo shows a demonstration in 
melbourne at that time. few weeks passed without protests and 
the movement provided an alternative structure for organising 
and understanding emerging aspects of community life, ideas of 
collective decision making, direct action and social engagement 
through participation in civil society organisations took on 
a new meaning. the concept of democracy was expanded 
beyond simple electoral engagement to inform many forms of 
social life including art and design. this was the time the term 
“participatory democracy” became widely used.
the apparent failure of the existing power structure that had 
contributed to involvement in an “indefensible” war led me 
along with others to look for alternative ways of working 
and influencing society. As an artist, this reality challenged 
the dominant ethos of art above politics and self referential 
aesthetics separated from everyday life.
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aUStRalIa and the VIetnam waR
in australia, young men of my generation were strongly affected by two decisions of the liberal Country 
Party Government under Robert Menzies. The first was the introduction of military conscription for overseas 
service and the second was the commitment of australian troops to the vietnam War. i remember the night 
in 1964 when National Service (as conscription was called) was introduced. I was watching TV with my 
family. none of us were supporters of the war and it was a clear precursor to involvement. that night the 
evening movie on tv was a 1930s version of the anti-war classic “all quiet on the Western front”. Was 




in 1965 australia was still a post war society. the previous 20 years was a time of great change and great 
stagnation. it’s certainly true that much of australia’s remarkable wealth was due to good fortune and 
circumstance rather than effort. the post war boom and war in Korea saw the value of australian wool 
exports rise in 1951, the year of menzies’ election, to 600 million pounds, ten times the pre-war return.27 in 
the years to follow, major australian and australian based companies like bhP, iCi and Csr together with 
the large banks successfully diversified their interests. By 1959, 600 million pounds of mainly British foreign 
investment had flowed into Australia, and by 1967, this investment had doubled with US and Japanese 
capital leading the charge. 
This was also a time of mass immigration begun under the Labor Prime Minister Chifley and continued by 
menzies. after 1947 migrants landed in numbers averaging 2000 per week with the total rising to two million 
by 1967. eight hundred thousand babies were born to migrants during that time and from the period 1945 to 
1965 the australian population rose by a record 4 million.28
half the number of new migrants were not british and this had both an immediate and lasting effect on the 
culture. not since the days of the gold rush had such a diverse migration occurred. added to this was the 
impact of the decision by Harold Holt’s Liberal Country Party government in 1966 to finally end the White 
australia Policy resulting in the introduction of small numbers of migrants from asia.29
Post war prosperity also meant home ownership. “returned men” and “new australians” alike could 
expect to build or buy a home on a good block of land. my parents built our house in glenroy in 1961. 
This was a growing area about 12 kilometres  from central Melbourne (known as “the G.P.O.” – the location 
of the main post office on the corner of Bourke and Elizabeth Streets). My father was the local Primary 
school head master and, although never highly paid, both my parents were good savers as were many 
of their generation. We had decided to move out of the decrepit school house provided by the education 
Department and build a new 3 bedroom contemporary brick veneer with a feature fireplace and car 
port constructed from the new wire-cut bricks, recently released onto the market. i enjoyed meeting the 
tradesmen who worked on it – all “ten Pound Poms”.30 
glenroy was a typical outer-suburb of the time, water was laid on and so was electric power; normal to me, but my 
parents had spent most of their lives in country schools where these amenities were not guaranteed. the roads 
weren’t bitumened, and our lavatory was provided by a pan service once a week. by the mid 1960s this had changed, 
my parents, unlike many outer suburbanites, didn’t need to wait for gough Whitlam to install their indoor toilet.31 
27  rivett, rohan, Australia, oxford university Press, p.76
28  reference – rowan rivett
29  reference - rowan rivett
30  the ‘ten-Pound’ scheme was an assisted migration scheme subsidizing boat fares to australia for skilled uK migrants. 
  the subsidized fare was reduced to 10 pounds.
31  the Whitlam government, on coming to power in australia in 1972, made a priority of spreading the urban sewerage system  
  widely throughout the country. 
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our sewerage arrived in 1966, and by this time 80% of australian households had tv and many of our 
neighbours owned motor cars. australia was also experiencing an education boom and many young people 
became the first in their families to go to University. My elder sister Joan attended Monash University in the 
year it opened. Monash was quickly followed by La Trobe built in the northern suburbs beyond the working 
class suburb of Preston where I began studying art at Preston Technical College in 1967 (later Phillip 
Institute and later still renamed as RMIT).
monash and la trobe became the main centres of student radicalism in australia during the 1960s 
and 1970s. Protest had begun soon after Menzies had announced that Australian troops were to fight 
in vietnam. by 1967, a strong feeling of dissent was building with protests culminating in a spirited 
demonstration outside the us Consulate on the 4th of July. student protests continued through the following 
year, with militant workers also taking part. everyone was aware of what was happening in europe and 
the us. but asia was the focus as opposition to the war grew into support for the vietnamese national 
liberation front. 
fig 5 fig 6
fig 5. michael hyde and friends, monash labour club 
barbeque circa 1968. figure 5 shows michael hyde, bill 
morgan-payler and friends at a monash labour club 
barbecue in 1968. at this time art Schools in australia 
were not as politicised as some universities. art Schools 
then were separate institutions. by becoming involved 
with the monash labour club I was able to learn how 
to work on political action at art School. this led me to 
establish a number of political art groups on campus 
culminating in the establishment of the national gallery 
School of art based ‘Revolutionary artists’ in 1970. 
these groups formed the core of what later became the 
community art workers organisation (caw).  caw went 
on to have a far reaching influence on the development 
of arts policy and practice through the 1970s.
fig 6. geoff gold at monash labour club demonstration 
circa 1968. figure 6 shows geoff gold at a 
demonstration around 1968. an active monash labour 
club member, geoff provided the wall of his father’s 
book warehouse in cato Street, hawthorn for me to paint 
the builders labourers’ federation (blf) mural. created 
as a participatory project involving building workers 
and artists through caw in 1977, this project was later 
referred to in the blf Royal commission as a suspected 
inappropriate union activity. 
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as an emerging asian nation, China too was prominent in the australian imagination. many people saw it 
as an expansionist power similar to pre-war Japan. this view was actively promoted by the national Civic 
Council32, a secretive anti-Communist Catholic organisation headed by bob santamaria33. it was also widely 
supported in the press and through the rsl, still a powerful organization.34
to many radical students revolutionary China looked inspiring. China today is a growing world power with 
an economy that by some measures is rated second largest in the world after the usa.35 south China is 
the hub of world manufacturing and shanghai is a space age city. as well as this China’s demand for raw 
materials has continued australia’s commodity based wealth into the 21st century.   
So with this image so strongly in our minds, it is easy to forget, that for the first half of the 20th century, 
China was thought of in the same way “sub-Sahara Africa” is categorised in some quarters today.36 racked 
by poverty, pre-revolutionary China was divided between warlords and rapacious foreign powers, addicted 
by opium originally provided by british merchants37 and exploited by the Japanese who had been given new 
concessions for their support of the allies in World War 1, China regularly experienced famine on a grand 
scale, as well as civil war and finally, invasion by Japan whose military leaders had decided they wanted the 
whole country as a foundation of their empire in asia. by 1949 however this had changed.
Chairman mao’s peasant army had united China, beaten the Japanese and ended the civil war by defeating 
their on again-off again allies, the Kuomintang 38 and, unlike the soviet Communists, the Chinese advocated 
participation and control from below. this was played out in a massive scale in the 1960s through ‘the 
great Proletarian Cultural revolution’.39
In 1966 Mao issued the pamphlet entitled “Bombard the Headquarters”40 calling for a new revolution. this 
was followed in august, by a new pamphlet “Points for attention” calling for new attitudes to education, art 
and public administration.41This was to be the revolution for those who missed the first. Part power struggle, 
part mass movement, mao’s motives are still contested in China today. Deng Xio Ping is generally credited 
with putting China on a solid path to development not mao and the Party leadership still agonizes 
32  alastair Davidson, The Communist Party of Australia - A Short History, hoover institution Press, stanford university,   
  California. p.158
33  B.A. Santamaria, an influential conservative social and political activist who founded the Catholic Action Movement, leading  
  to the formation of the nCC, and later, Democratic labour Party.
34  rsl.org.au
35  China’s economy smaller in new study: World Bank, China Daily http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2007-12/18/  
  content_6329427.htm
36  Conflicts in Africa, http://www.globalissues.org/article/84/conflicts-in-africa-introduction
37  Dong, stella shanghai, The Rise and Fall of a Decadent City, first Perennial edition 2001
38  Chinese nationalist Party founded by sun yat-sen and later headed by Chiang Kai-shek.
39  http://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/watkins/cultrev.htm
40  foreign languages Press, Peking, 1966  
41  foreign languages Press, Peking, 1966
fig 7
fig 7. monash labour club demonstration against 
honorary degree for premier bolte, 1967.
fig 8. geoff hogg, Untitled montage, 1968.
fig 9. geoff hogg, Untitled montage, 1968.
these two montages look retro today but they were 
constructed out of contemporary magazine images 
reflecting on the new consumer obsessions of late post 
ww2 melbourne. the apparent barrenness of material 
substitutes for genuine participation is explored through 
the juxtaposition of images. montage was the ideal 
medium to express my interest at the time as it was 
literally away of cutting into the represented appearance 
of the dominant culture. the sense of an overarching 
power structure and its alternative was somewhat more 
obvious at that time as people tried to live out different 
ways of doing things. Irony was also employed as the idea 
of performance entered into demonstrations. this can be 
seen in figure 7 where Monash University students are 
shown awarding an honorary degree to pig as  protest 
against the honorary degree awarded to Sir henry bolte, 
the notoriously conservative premier of Victoria. this was 
the group with whom I started to integrate my art work in 
1967 after entering art school.
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fig 8 fig 9
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over portioning blame for the disaster of the Cultural revolution. but for those students interested in an 
alternative to the commercially oriented art that was the staple of the New York art world (the new Art 
Capital) put forward by Clement Greenburg42, peasant art from revolutionary China was more exciting than 
the stodgy social realism of the soviet bloc.43 
in the spirit of the times, many young artists around the world were seeking new ways to work. in 1968 
students at the École des beaux arts and the ecole des arts Decoratif in Paris established the atelier 
Populaire to produce graphics and posters in support of the struggle. 
“As far as the general public was concerned, perhaps the most influential revolt was that of the 
Ecole National des Beaux in the rue Bonaparte which from the moment of its occupation on the 14th 
May was transformed into semi clandestine insurrectional poster factory. The most active painters 
of the Ecole de Paris became the iconographers of the revolution, covering the walls of Paris with 
cartoons of great savagery and punch.”44 
42  greenberg, Clement, Art and Culture: Critical Essays, boston beacon Press, 1960.
43  J. berger, Art and Revolution: Ernst Neizvestny and the role of the artist in the USSR, page 23, Penguin books, 1969.
44  seale, P and mcConvelle, m, French Revolution 1968, page 9, Penguin Publishers 1969.
fig 10 fig 11
fig 10. lou Zhijjian, drying the fish, 1984. this 
painting  is by lou Zhijian.  at this stage lou Zhijian 
a peasant painter I got to know expressed an interest 
in Australian Aboriginal art. I was able to find to find 
a book of reproductions for him and during the trip I 
organised to australia introduced him to aboriginal 
Artists. Some months later I could see the influence 
in his painting. on revisiting hu county twenty years 
later it was clear that many of the influences had 
spread widely into the community and was evident 
in paintings by farmer artists who would be very 
surprised to hear their style, images, methods of 
painting and colours were influenced by a culture they 
may not even know exists. many aboriginal artists are 
also surprised by this hidden cultural exchange.
fig 11. Shadow puppets, Xian yang, circa 1984. 
Shadow puppet design influenced peasant painting 
in the region. although the performances are not as 
popular today, the craft of puppet making remains 
recognised as an important regional craft.
fig 12. peasant painting Xian yang, circa 1967. hu 
county, Shaanxi province, became known as the 
centre for peasant art in china during the 1960s. with 
its origins dating back to the early 1950s, farmers in 
the region took up painting as a side line influenced 
by textile designs and ceramic patterns. through the 
1960s scenes of working life took over and murals 
became a preferred medium. during the cultural 
Revolution many professional artists were required 
by the ethos of the day to work in the country side. 
I knew many of these artists who both influenced 
and were influenced in turn by the Peasant Painters. 
later I began working with these artists, introducing 
other approaches that led to the first Interculteral 
collaborative public art projects in china between 




These images were quickly distributed around the world and Australian Student Leader. Mike Hyde45 gave 
me a book of them that year. in Chicago, african american artists led the way. William Walker had painted 
the ‘Wall of Respect”, the first new community art style mural in 1967 at the corner of 43rd and langley 
streets on the south side of Chicago, setting off a movement that would soon become worldwide.
also, the new farmer art created in China was widely seen by radical students through mass reproductions 
and posters. Peasant painting existed in many parts of China but the best known and widely produced 
came from hu County in shaanxi Province near Xian yang and Xian. shaanxi Province has a long history of 
decorative textiles and ceramics. During the 1950s, Party cadres visited villages in the area and distributed 
paper and “new world colours”, (gauche).46 soon the farmers started painting in their spare time. many 
of the artists were women and they took the flat graphic style typical of appliqué to their work. During the 
Cultural revolution, beginning in the mid-1960s, it was expected that trained artists would work with the 
peasants showing them methods and techniques to improve their work47. 
the idea of an original and interesting art produced by peasants in collaboration with professional artists 
and traditional crafts people dealing with daily life provided a model that we would try to emulate. Peasant 
paintings were often produced by groups of artists or families, sometimes observed in production lines as 
one person prepared the ground and another drew or ‘blew’ colour through a stencil.48  Peasant painting is 
eclectic and changeable, including all sorts of styles and techniques, unlike classical Chinese painting with 
its strong formal traditions. 
45  Jeff and Jill sparrow, radical melbourne, p. 176, vulgar Press. 
46  Popular Chinese poster colours
47  guy brett, Peasant Painting from the Hu County, shaanxi Province, China, arts Council of great britain, 1977. 
48  i often saw this production line method employed in villages around Xian yang in shaanxi Province.
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fig 13
fig 13/14. huxian peasant painting, circa 1970.
these images are examples of chinese peasant art 
from hu county, Shaanxi province. on seeing this 
work in the 1960s through chinese publications 
I was impressed by the way vibrant and original 
compositions were produced by non professional 
artists. I also liked the way trained practitioners 
worked with the farmers to help develop their 
capacity. this was a model I built on in australia 
when helping establish the community art workers 
organisation on my return to melbourne at the end of 
1974 and used in the development of such projects 
as the  blf mural where trained artists and building 
workers worked together to realize the project. 
(figures 29, 30 and 31). In the 1980s I increased my 
collaboration with chinese artists who had been a 
part of this movement. (See figures 56-59).
fig 14
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fig 15. Violence erupts at demonstration protesting 
South african Rugby tour to australia, melbourne, 1971.
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1968, JUly the 4th, melboURne
in melbourne, the 1968 fourth of July Demonstration outside the us Consulate represented a new high 
in anti-war protest. mainly a student protest, it also attracted a large contingent of workers and peace 
activists. the Consulate was located in a large single storey building built in the early 20th century as a 
private residence. Painted a pale green it had large box windows looking over a small yard leading to a low 
fence facing Commercial Rd near the St Kilda Rd corner. Demonstrators sometimes met in the City Square 
and marched up to the Consulate or just massed out front at an advertised time. the 1968 “Demo” was 
large and noisy with chanting and spontaneous speeches. Police lined up in front of the fence and parked 
vehicles nearby. horses were often present although i don’t remember any that year but clearly the gloves 
were off. Police used batons to discourage the demonstrators from entering the Consulate grounds. as 
usual these tactics had the opposite effect leading to large and more militant demonstrations in the future.
What was it like to be in a demonstration at that time?  over the years from 1966 to 1975, Police and 
Demonstrator tactics evolved and in some cases became quite formal. By international standards police 
equipment and tactics were rudimentary. Batons were small hard rubber coshes, often used individually in a 
downward striking motion – not the long night sticks favoured overseas for use in formation. helmets were 
unusual and vehicles for evacuating arrested protesters always seemed inadequate in numbers and quality. 
a common sight at demonstrations was a large green van with grated windows said to be the property of 
the City of melbourne. When it was not at demos it could sometimes be seen patrolling melbourne’s parks.
rex applegate wrote that: 
Mounted police are valuable in crowd control not only due to tactical advantages but also 
psychological ones.49 
as protests grew mounted police were used more and more. 
through the 1960s protest became more general with people actively opposing apartheid in south africa 
and US influence in Australia as well as the war. In 1971 the South African Springboks Rugby team visited 
melbourne50 and a series of violent demonstrations followed. at the match demonstrators ran onto the 
ground to disrupt the game. those that couldn’t enter the ground massed outside the venue in olympic 
Park. in those days many people sympathised with the white south african government. around apartheid, 
emotions were very high on both sides and the police attacked the demonstrators with all they had. batons 
were used liberally and horses rode down people in the street as they tried to get away. the batons 
supplied to mounted police were particularly vicious – long wooden axe handles sheathed in a thin sheet of 
rubber. following this demonstration the mood was grim.
 
49  Riot Control Materials and Techniques – pg.26
50  Jeff and Jill sparrow, Radical Melbourne, p. 128, vulgar Press.
fig 16
fig 17
fig 16. workers protest jailing of Union leader clarrie o’Shea, 
Victoria pde melbourne, 1969.
fig 17. horses were a common site at demonstrations. anti - South 
african Rugby tour to australia, melbourne, 1971.
Shows horses being employed to break up a demonstration during 
the South african Springboks Rugby tour of australia in 1971. the 
Springboks tour prompted a violent police response to the growing 
number of demonstrations that occurred that year. apartheid in 
South africa was a controversial policy with many supporters in 
australia. now we tend to think of apartheid as a universally rejected 
policy, but that was not the case then as many people saw it as a 
necessary defence against communism. Racial prejudice combined 
with politics to make a volatile combination at demonstrations.
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Police let it be known that future protests would get more of the same. at the annual July 4th ‘Demo’ soon 
after, these tactics were intensified. Earlier, Police had tried to sweep demonstrators from Bourke Street. 
With a full scale mounted charge moving down the street in a line using their long wooden batons in the 
manner of sabres.  it was at this time i received a beating that i remember graphically to this day. after a 
brief demonstration outside the south african trade Commission i foolishly stayed too long. tempers were 
up and when a large contingent of police arrived they started weighing into anyone they could find. To get 
out of the way I swung myself up and over a tall wooden fence only to find that I had escaped into the police 
car park. i landed right beside a group of police who already had their batons out. my pathetic attempts at 
compliance were met with a cavalcade of kicks, punches and baton blows. With bloody face and crushed 
fingers I was relieved to be thrown back over the fence onto the concrete path below. Each morning when I 
clean my teeth and see how my scarred upper lip falls unevenly over my teeth i’m reminded of July 4th 1971.
         
fig 18 fig 19
fig 18/19. anti US demonstrations were common in mel-
bourne between 1967 and 1977.
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in his autobiography, Bright Shapes and True Names, Patrick mcCaughey writes about the australian art 
world centred in melbourne in the late 1960s: 
This new generation was not hard to pick. Under the general rubric of the New Abstractionism, they 
stood out sharply from the Antipodeans and their lingering heirs. Their interests and allegiances lay 
squarely in New York and its echoes in London.51
further, mcCaughey goes on to describe the 1968 opening of the georges art Prize: 
The opening night could be a steaming affair, the Georges managers were a byword for gentility 
and generosity. Champagne flowed and went to people’s heads. The atmosphere could turn 
poisonous as accusations about manipulation and influence flew around the crowded gallery.52 
Was there another art world at that time? Certainly there were many attitudes and approaches to art. 
mcCaughey gives a vivid picture of some of them. however, radical political art did exist in australia as it did 
in other parts of the world and not just in the work of the older generation exemplified in the work of Noel 
Counihan53.
some students and young artists established groups to share ideas and try to collaboratively develop 
projects linked to what was called in the jargon of the time, the anti-imperialist movement. The first was 
the socialist artists formed in 1969 and based at Dobbies bakery in greville street, Prahran54. this was 
also the headquarters of the Revolutionary Socialists, an eclectic group of leftists originating at Monash 
university. Prominent members were albert langer55, mike hyde56 and Jill Jolliff, who became widely known 
for her work on east timor. art and culture was taken seriously by the movement and particular attention 
was paid to music and writing. in 1968, Jill Jolliff set up a bookshop in greville street, Prahran, where i 
worked for a time, named after the arlo guthrie song Alice’s Restaurant. it acted as a focal point for people 
interested in radical politics and culture57. by 1970 socialist artists had changed its name to revolutionary 
Artists and most of its activity originated from the National Gallery School (now absorbed into the Victorian 
College of the Arts).
The new organisation continued into 1971 creating posters, banners, leaflets and graphics. Our intention 
was to paint a mural but this was at that stage out of reach. 
51  mcCaughey, P Bright Shapes and True Names – pg. 75
52  mcCaughey, P  ibid – pg. 81
53  bernard smith, Noel Counihan: artist and revolutionary, oxford university Press, 1993
54  Jeff and Jill sparrow, Radical Melbourne, p. 176, vulgar Press.
55  albert langer, prominent student leader at monash university in the late 1960s
56  mike hyde, prominent student leader at monash university in the late 1960s
57  Jeff and Jill sparrow, Radical Melbourne, p. 178, vulgar Press.fig 20
fig 20. geoff hogg, Independence for australia poster, 1975. 
figure 20 shows a poster I produced as part of a general 
movement of dissent during the first half of the 1970s. During this 
time I was also involved in creating floats, placards and props, of 
which few images remain. figure 10 shows demonstrators burning 
effigies outside the US Consulate in Melbourne. These objects 
were obviously highly consumable and we didn’t take much care 
in recording them.
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a notable feature of the revolutionary artists was its working relationships with three unions; the Waterside 
Worker’s federation, the builders labourer’s federation and the tramways Worker’s unions. in 1962 
the Communist Party of australia had split58, leading to the formation of the Communist Party of australia 
Marxist-Leninist (CPA ML).  Strongest in Victoria, the “M-Ls” came along just at the right time for the new 
radical movement. sympathetic to China, they were scathing about bureaucracy and failure of the ussr. 
this hit a chord with militant students, many of whom had visited China through the australia-China 
Friendship Society, difficult before the advent of diplomatic relations introduced by Whitlam after 1972.
at this time, communists were still strong in the unions and many prominent leaders sided with the m-ls. 
this group created a critical intergenerational network linking the new student radicals with working class 
organisations and an older generation of activists radicalised by the 1930s Depression. Frequently they 
were war veterans who had also weathered the Cold War. not always the most tolerant people, they made 
an effort to include their new comrades. 
students would be invited to participate in union action ‘to gain experience’. this was the time of renewed 
industrial militancy typified by the 1969 Penal Powers dispute. Led by Clarrie O’Shea, a near general strike 
forced the government to give up the penal provisions of the arbitration act. 59 
most militant of all was the blf. i remember going with a group of members and students on a visit to a 
non union building site to induct new members. the students amongst us took this seriously, reading and 
making notes. some of the union organisers were ‘rough Diamonds’ and some ‘student Comrades” took 
an organiser to task about the use of ‘racist language”. this was political correctness in original meaning. 
another time we arrived at an un-unionised site and were met by a hail of bricks. this turned into a full scale 
battle that ended in a long court case and one of my friends spending four months in jail60.
surprisingly, though, inter-generational relationships created through the CPa ml had another 
undocumented effect. in the 1970s many radicals in europe and america took to “armed struggle”. the 
baader-meinhoff group in germany and the Weather underground in the us are two well known examples. 
this never happened in australia and an important reason was the strong opposition to this trend by the 
CPa ml, which maintained a traditional marxist opposition to terrorism as a political device. 
58  alastair Davidson, The Communist Party of Australia - A Short History, hoover institution Press, stanford university,   
  California. p.155
59  http:://www.hawthorntramdepot.org.au/papers/oshea.htm, Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. 5, No. 2, 110-119 (1963)
60  ironically, this was the organiser who had been criticised some years earlier for inappropriate language. 
fig 21
fig 21. geoff hogg, Untitled drawing and montage, 1969.
figure 21 shows a drawing I made around 1969 at the height of the 
bombing campaign that became known as the not so secret war in 
cambodia and laos. during this period the small South east asian 
country of laos underwent levels of bombing exceeding those 
experienced in Europe during World War 2. Although officially 
denied I was aware of what was happening through alternative 
media sources, largely emanating from Vietnam and china. most of 
my work during this time drew on these images.
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fig 22
fig 22. Jill Jolliff, Jasmine Street Student house, 1967.
fig 23. Jill cassidy and albert langer at Jasmine Street, circa 1968.
figures 22 and 23 show prominent anti war protestors and radicals 
at the Jasmin Street headquarters of the monash labor club, the 
group with whom I worked most closely in those years.
fig 23
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